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OUR FURNITURE . A promise to you.

Our furniture is manufactured using Sadarahalli Grey Granite and comes with a 50-year warranty. It 
is selected, designed and treated for the outdoors with minimal maintenance requirements. 

THE MATERIAL. A diverse stone.

Granite is the most common plutonic rock of the Earth’s crust, formed by cooling of magma (silicate 
melt) at depth. Granite is a light-coloured coarse-grained, plutonic rock composed of felspars, pla-
gioclase, quartz (+/- 35% and minor amounts (+/- 45%) of mafic minerals, such as biotite, horn-
blende, pyroxene, iron oxides etc. 

In commercial use, the term granite has become synonymous with all those crystalline rocks which 
have pleasing colours, strength to bear the processes of quarrying and cutting & polishing, and which 
are used commonly for decorative purposes. 

Being more resistant to wear and tear and weathering, granite is the most sought-after stone to be 
used in building and decorative stone. The appeal of granite is due its amenability for taking a mir-
ror-like polish, high compressive strength, longevity and aesthetics. 

PRODUCTION. From ancient to modern days.

From the pyramids of Giza to forts and temples in India, granite has been used as a construction 
stone since antiquity. With the advent of processing technology, mining has become very scientific, 
less pollutant and less harmful to the surrounding environment. The production standard of granite 
blocks is in accordance with sustainable development.

Today, India is one of the leading stone processing countries, with 147 countries and territories ac-
tively importing slabs, tiles and monument stones from India. As a mass-produced item, Indian gran-
ite producers use modern natural stone quarrying processing and techniques.
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Bluestream produces urban furniture using similar machines for basic production such as cutting and 
polishing. We have a highly skilled team who can understand and respond to the dynamics of these 
products, which are non-conventional. The most important factor is the removal of stress within the 
stone while designing and also during production.

The granite surface is coated with a nanocoating hydrophobic layer, an eco-friendly, water-based, 
deep-penetrating, impregnating agent to protect the natural stone against rising damp. Treated gran-
ite takes on a mirror-like polish and possesses high compressive strength, longevity and stunning 
aesthetics.

SELECTION OF BLOCKS. Complete supply chain visibility.

India is one of the largest produces of dimension stones in the world. In the design of urban ele-
ments, the quality of the stone blocks is critical, and the finest quality can only be guaranteed when 
you have transparency of the entire supply chain. In collaboration with our in-house design team, 
our procurement specialists are seasoned in selecting only the finest mother rock to ensure the final 
product is remarkable.
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